ENJOY UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS.
EXPERIENCE FREEDOM IN MOVEMENT.

CARAVANS 2015

SPORT . LIFESTYLE . SÜDWIND . SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE . EUROSTAR . DESEO
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FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS, KNAUS HAS CREATED UNFORGETTABLE HOLIDAY
MOMENTS WITH EXPERIENCED WORKMANSHIP AND BOUNDLESS PASSION.
YOU CAN FEEL OUR HIGHEST DEMANDS ON QUALITY AND PRECISION IN
EVEN THE SMALLEST DETAILS. WE ALWAYS FOLLOW OUR MOST IMPORTANT
PRINCIPLE:

THE

HARMONY

OF

FUNCTION

IMPULSES

AND

UNCOMPROMISING

QUEST

AND
FOR

DESIGN.

PIONEERING

PERFECTION

HAVE

TAKEN US TO THE TOP. TRUST US AND EXPERIENCE FREEDOM IN MOVEMENT.
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SPORT

LIFESTYLE

SÜDWIND

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE

EUROSTAR

DESEO

INEXPENSIVE STARTER MODEL
WITH CONVINCING DESIGN.

INNOVATIVE INTERIOR DESIGN
WITH LOUNGE FEELING.

THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF
CARAVANS – HERE IS THE ICON.

THE CLASSIC WITH FINE AMBIENCE.

WHERE LUXURY IS NATURAL.

PRACTICAL QUICK CHANGE ARTIST,
WHICH LEAVES NO WISH UNANSWERED.
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15 VARIANTS
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LAYOUT PLANS:
PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT:

LENGTH (MIN/MAX):

596 / 944 CM

LENGTH:

WIDTH (OUTER):

232 – 250 CM

AWNING A/A SIZE:
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257 CM
828 – 1,174 CM
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BED VARIATIONS

PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.1 – 2.5 T

HEIGHT (OUTER):
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BED VARIATIONS
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LAYOUT PLANS:
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BED VARIATIONS
SB

LAYOUT PLANS:
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HU
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BED VARIATIONS
SB

LAYOUT PLANS:

FB

HU

3 VARIANTS

HQ

SB

LAYOUT PLANS:

FB

HU

2 VARIANTS

PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.3 – 2.5 T

PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT:

750 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX):

640 / 944 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX):

666 / 944 CM

LENGTH (MIN/MAX):

WIDTH (OUTER):

250 CM

WIDTH (OUTER):

232 – 250 CM

WIDTH (OUTER):

232 – 250 CM

WIDTH (OUTER):

250 CM

WIDTH (OUTER):

218 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER):

257 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER):

HEIGHT (OUTER):

260 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER):

253 CM

AWNING A/A SIZE:

982 CM

AWNING A/A SIZE:

AWNING A/A SIZE:

868 CM

PAGE 36

257 CM
872 – 1,174 CM

HEIGHT (OUTER):
AWNING A/A SIZE:

PAGE 48

257 CM
898 – 1,174 CM

AWNING A/A SIZE:

PAGE 60

2.0 - 2.5 T

EB

PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT: 1.3 – 2.5 T

PAGE 24

1.5 - 1.7 T

EB

1

BEDS

06
07
08
84
86

808 / 866 CM

992 - 1,050 CM

PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT: 0.85 - 1.8 T
LENGTH (MIN/MAX):

588 / 592 CM

BED VARIATIONS
EB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Single beds
HQ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Rear lateral bed
SB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Bunk bed
FB  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . French bed
HU  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Foldable bed

Some specifications contain special equipment
deliverable at extra cost..

PAGE 72
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KNAUS
BRAND VALUES

KNAUS
PHILOSOPHY

AWARDS
AND DESIGN PRIZES

People with their needs are the focal point of our efforts. The KNAUS

Lower Bavarian craftmanship and a long tradition. That

2014

Caravan of the Year 2014 at the "Holiday for all" exhibition in DK:

brand stands for perfect unity between contemporary design and

is KNAUS. For over 50 years, we have been delivering the

		

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 FU

2014

Reader's choice “Caravan of the year 2014”: 3rd place (EUROSTAR)

reliable function. We are committed to highest quality for our loyal

freedom for you to enjoy your holiday just as you wish.

2014

Reader's choice “Caravan of the year 2014”: 1st place (SPORT)

2013

King Customer Award Special Prize: “Most family-friendly brand”

2013

King Customer Award 2nd place in category “Travel Comfort”

2013

red dot design award: Honourable mention (EUROSTAR)

2012

King Customer Award: 3rd place in category “Travel Comfort”

2010

King-Customer-Award for the “most family-friendly brand”

2008

Design prize Germany (YAT)

2005

Design prize (DESEO)

2004

red dot award (YAT)

2004

Caravaning Design Award: best practice (YAT)

customers. This is why we invest in our manufacturing locations and

At KNAUS, immense innovative strength meets visionary

our employees. Together with our suppliers, we work continually on

design and perfect functionality. Combining boundless love

improving our products and processes because customer satisfaction

for detail and highest quality materials, we create caravans

is of special importance to us. The balance between industrial precision

that are simply unsurpassable, not only with regard to the

and vigorous innovation has brought us to

price-quality ratio. Our CARAVISIO shows what the future

the top of our branch. The KNAUS brand

holds and our new model generation characterises the

has remained a pledge for over 50

present.

years. A pledge for high quality,
innovative, timeless products.

SONDERPREIS

Swen Dluzak

FAMILIENFREUNDLICHSTE
MARKE

Manager Brand and Product
Management
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ADVANTAGES
KNAUS CARAVANS
You are the focal point and two things are in the foreground with
each KNAUS caravan: Function und design. Even the smallest
detail must function perfectly and, at the same time, look simply
outstanding. In a KNAUS caravan, a sophisticated function is
always followed by an excellent design. When we design new
furniture environments, you can be sure these set new standards
for weight, stability, workmanship and ambience. Our vehicles are

Robust. Surrounding aluminium
profile strips for perfect protection thanks to Pro.tec-Frame.

Hailproof. The robust GPC roof
with clear-glass roof hood for
lots of natural light.

Roadworthy. Most modern technology as standard: Drawbar with AKS
track stabiliser, torsion bar spring axle, wide-track chassis, hydraulic
shock absorbers and extra-long drawbar for perfect handling.

Practical. Positioned perfectly
and well designed so you can
pack everything really well.

Dynamic. The unique and
distinctive KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights.

Protected. Mosquito nets keep
irritating insects where they
belong: Outside.

Winterproof. The water circuits
are laid cleverly alongside the
hot air ducts.

automotive designed and aerodynamically optimised. This not
only looks good but helps save fuel and protect the environment.
Long service life, timeless design and reliability, these are what
every KNAUS caravan stands for.

KNAUS
PREMIUM
QUALITY
08

Ingenious. Barrier-free gas
locker for two 11 kg bottles for
very easy loading.

Insulated. Sidewalls in sandwich
design with 31 mm wall thickness with top quality finish.

Central. From here, you can control
the optional ALDE hot water heater
and the power supply.
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ADVANTAGES KNAUS CARAVANS

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE

High-quality. Elaborate furniture
design with dowel technology, slide
guards and solid wood profiles.

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE

Comfortable. Wide throughway and lots of light for a super holiday
atmosphere. Colours and materials are matched in harmony. This is
the perfect symbiosis of function and design.

10

Pleasant. Ideal room climate
through perfect rear ventilation.
No condensation.

Wonderful. Perfect sleep
guaranteed. The first-class
5-zone cold-foam mattresses.

Organised. With just as many fine as practical details and furniture design
from master's hand, we create particularly extensive working spaces.
High-quality fittings and noble metal handles please the eye.

Massive. Extremely high-quality
stainless steel door handle in best
household quality.

Soft. The extra deep softclose drawers that open fully
and lock by themselves.

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Ergonomic. Cushions with
excellent cold-foam core and the
red wine proof ACTIVE LINE.

Love of detail. Atmospheric
ambient lighting in power-saving
LED technology.

Enormous. The optional 190 l
refrigerator with separate freezer
compartment for fresh, delicious food.

Clever. The stowing locker lid is
integrated in the seat cushion. So
you always have one hand free.
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ASTONISHING.
EXTENSIVE.
Romantic evenings together or full of action at the seaside with all the family. The
KNAUS SPORT simply provides added value. We invested everything during its development to attain the maximum for you. And it was worth it, because its low weight brings
flexibility for the payload for every available length, and is therefore also perfectly suitable
for smaller towing vehicles. In a nutshell: An excellent low price alternative for all holiday
situations.

Our most popular KNAUS SPORT layout plans. Further layout plans can be found as from page 86:

SPORT
12

SPORT 400 LK

SPORT 450 FU

SPORT 500 FDK

SPORT 420 QD

SPORT 500 EU

SPORT 500 FU

INEXPENSIVE STARTER MODEL WITH CONVINCING DESIGN.
15 well thought out layout plans. For 4 - 7 persons. And always a real KNAUS.

13

SPORT LIVING

LIVING SPACE MARVEL
When we develop a starter model, we do it so that you do not notice anything other than the price-performance
ratio. The living area in KNAUS SPORT shows a lot of attention to detail. The gap measures fit perfectly, the materials
feel really good and the handles not only look like metal, they are metal.

SPORT 500 EU . ENERGY

The complete interior is very bright and friendly. On request, a large Heki II can provide even more natural light.

14

SPORT 500 EU . ENERGY

The spacious seating group invites to you to relax for a while.

15

SPORT COOKING

Everything finds a home here. whether large or small.

The large 108 l refrigerator is of course from Dometic.

Have other caravans such a large worktop?

INDULGENCE CORNER
The KNAUS SPORT kitchen is best described with two words: Impressively
complete. We have really done everything so that you can enjoy peeling, chopping,
mixing and of course everything tastes perfect.
The wide drawers move exactly. Nothing rattles, nothing wobbles.
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SPORT 500 EU . ENERGY

17

SPORT SLEEPING

18

SPORT CARE

SLEEP DREAM

FRESHNESS CENTER

Deep sleep naturally demands a high-quality dream landscape.

Have you seen a lot of bathrooms? Super, then you will love this bathroom.

And this is completely natural in KNAUS SPORT. You always lay in

We are first satisfied when you are one hundred percent satisfied with your

the right position on the 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattress. The

bathroom. We have created a homely ambience with lots of wood that feels as

reading lamps can be positioned as you wish and the soft head

good as it looks. And thanks to ideal space usage with a lot of storage areas,

piece in leather look is a pleasure to look at.

one thing you will always find here, is: Room to move.

The spacious storage space under the beds can be accessed from inside and outside.

The fitting is made of light plastic but does not feel like it at all.

SPORT 500 EU . ENERGY

19

SPORT BEST REASONS

Dynamic. The KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights provide a striking
appearance. The elegant foil design emphasizes the smooth lines and
shows: The SPORT truly deserves its name.

Protected. Mosquito nets keep
irritating insects where they
belong: Outside.

Practical. The entrance area
already has plenty of storage space
for your holiday enjoyment.

SPORT 500 EU . ENERGY

Safe. Most modern technology as standard: The drawbar with AKS track
stabiliser, together with the torsion bar spring axle and hydraulic shock
absorbers, provide a remarkably calm road behaviour.

20

Inviting. The large gas locker with aluminium floor for two 11 kg gas
bottles can be loaded very comfortable. The reason is: Clever design means
no loading edge and a huge opening.

Efficient. The LED awning light
is very bright. And extremely
economical.

Comfortable. High-value furniture with stable hinges and a friendly bright
light atmosphere. As well as a beautiful colour concept. This is the perfect
symbiosis of function and design which has always been our motivation.

Flexible. Two-part entrance door
for letting in a breath of fresh air
without the children slipping away.

21

SPORT BEST REASONS

WEB INFOS
All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good!
Learn more about the KNAUS SPORT by
following the link on our homepage or just
scan this QR code.
www.knaus.de/sport

High-quality. Two-part storage
unit flaps with elegant metal
handles and lovely appearance.

Clever. The slidable halogen spots
can be unhinged and positioned
somewhere else.

Smart. Automatic LED wardrobe
lighting with reliable sensor.

Haptic. The large table top with
wood structure feels as good as
it looks.

Massive. Extremely high-quality
stainless steel door handle in
best household quality.

KNAUS INSIGHT

SPORT 500 EU . ENERGY

Cosy. Spacious seating group with slidable halogen spots and friendly
ambience. The perfect place for enjoyable times with the family, good
friends or just the two of you alone together.

22

Powerful. The modern heating
system with a wide variety of
extension options.

Fresh. The 109 l refrigerator with
freezer compartment and optional
gas operation during the journey.

Herbert Krinninger – KNAUS Production Manager. Perfect
quality is my motivation. And that for over 40 years. Every day
I am in contact with all departments, planning, organising
and analysing the workplaces of my colleagues. Excellent
performance needs a perfect environment.
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SURPRISING.
UNCONVENTIONAL.
The KNAUS LIFESTYLE convinces. With an innovative living concept that we have developed
completely different to what you expected but which has become exactly what you wish for.
The unique bar counter where the whole family can find their favourite places and the large
lounge seating group provide an unprecedented living room experience. Who is now prepared to
say all caravans look alike?

Our popular KNAUS LIFESTYLE layout plan:

LIFESTYLE
24

INNOVATIVE INTERIOR DESIGN WITH LOUNGE FEELING.
Revolutionary layout plan. For 4 persons. And everything apart from usual.

LIFESTYLE 550 LK

25

LIFESTYLE LIVING

LOUNGE EXPERIENCE
Urban design meets Lower Bavarian craftmanship. And in next to no time,
the LIFESTYLE lounge becomes a comfortable double bed. The innovative and
unconventional living room concept provides a distinctive ambience. The
KNAUS LIFESTYLE has more than others promise.

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Family play area. The parents relax on the seating group and the children enjoy their great freedom of movement.

26

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Everything, apart from ordinary. Fold-out couch table, stylish bar counter and lovely colours. The KNAUS LIFESTYLE is simply unique.

27

LIFESTYLE COOKING

TASTE FIREWORKS
Holiday makes you hungry. And cooking is fun. The KNAUS
LIFESTYLE kitchen is made perfectly and arranged clearly.
The unique bar counter provides lots of room for hungry
holidaymakers and serves as spacious worktop during
preparation. The perfect combination of function and design,
LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Holiday on the Kitchen island. Thanks to the practical storage and shelves as well as the large drawers, everything goes smoothly. Young and old helping hands are very welcome at the bar counter.

28

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

that is our motivation.

Put into perspective. Wonderful ambience lighting and loads of storage space under the seat bench.
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LIFESTYLE SLEEPING

LIFESTYLE CARE

SLEEP DREAM
Sleeping in the KNAUS LIFESTYLE is just great.
Gigantic 212 x 160 cm provide a good night's
sleep and certainly the strength as well for many
new holiday adventures. We have simply thought
of everything so that, just for once, you don't have
to worry about anything and can just relax.

FRESHNESS
CENTER
The daily freshness kick for motivated holidaymakers awaits you in the LIFESTYLE. High-quality
materials, plenty of storage space and the large
washstand are ready for all aspects of daily life. We
can't guarantee that cleaning your teeth is more fun
here than at home, but we have done everything to
LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

make it possible.

Climbing wonderland for princesses and scamps.

30

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

31

LIFESTYLE BEST REASONS

Robust. Surrounding aluminium profile
strips for ideal stability and perfect edge
protection thanks to Pro.tec-Frame.

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Safe. The torsion bar spring axle, hydraulic shock absorbers and AKS track stabiliser let you enjoy
a remarkably calm road behaviour. And the LIFESTYLE also looks good at the same time. The vertical
panorama window makes it absolutely unrivalled and there is lots to see for the children as well.

32

Practical. A low loading edge is good, none
at all is even better. The spacious gas locker
for two 11 kg gas bottles.

Unique. The revolutionary lounge layout plan meets urban design and a trendy
colour concept with red contrast elements and modern materials. Not forgetting:
The many practical details, such as the spacious wardrobe for example.

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Relaxing. Read, listen to music or just relax. The seating corner flooded
with light from the panorama window not only makes it possible but also
pure enjoyment.
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LIFESTYLE BEST REASONS

WEB INFOS
All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good!
Learn more about the KNAUS LIFESTYLE by
following the link on our homepage or just
scan this QR code.
www.knaus.de/lifestyle

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Beautiful. And naturally
practical. The LIFESTYLE is a
true organisation talent.

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Unique. The bar can accommodate all sorts
of spirits and, of course, family-friendly
drinks.
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LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Ready for holiday. The extra
deep sink on the Kitchen island
can also take care of large pots.

Comfortable. Fleecy carpet, stylish ambience lighting, elegant panel
curtains and especially deep wall units. So many highlights are waiting for
you that there is not enough room for them all in this text.

KNAUS INSIGHT

LIFESTYLE 550 LK . PETROL

Ingenious. The couch table simply moves out of the seat bench.
Just below, large flaps provide comfortable access to the storage
area. The footrest allows children to sit comfortably as well.

Adventurous. Even the wildest of scamps jump into bed quietly here.
Whether they also go to sleep voluntary is a different question. The
separate lighting certainly helps against nasty monsters.

Michael Weber – KNAUS Trainer Training Workshop. All of my
family are passionate campers. It is great to be working for the
company with which I grew up. I work every day with my young
trainees to ensure KNAUS will continue to deliver excellent quality
in the future as well.
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TRADITIONAL.
VERSATILE.
The KNAUS SÜDWIND stands for high-quality workmanship for over 50 years. We know we
can hardly improve anything but this does not stop us from trying anyway. Intelligent material
usage saves weight but not quality. Massive aluminium profiles as well as solid furniture design in
integral construction ensure exemplary high quality. This is the only way a caravan can become a
real KNAUS SÜDWIND.

Our most popular KNAUS SÜDWIND layout plans. Further layout plans can be found as from page 86:

SÜDWIND
36

SÜDWIND 450 FU

SÜDWIND 500 EU

SÜDWIND 580 QS

SÜDWIND 460 EU

SÜDWIND 500 FU

SÜDWIND 590 FUS

THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF CARAVANS - HERE IS THE ICON.
15 proven layout plans. For 4 - 7 persons. And always unrivalled.
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SÜDWIND LIVING

LIVING ROOM EXPERIENCE
When everyone else is complaining about the bad weather, just look forward to your day in your
KNAUS SÜDWIND. The living room is so nice and created with so much love for detail that you
actually never want to leave it.

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Here you can find the clever details everywhere and a manufacturing quality searching for its match. We just love thinking ahead.

38

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

This wonderful lighting atmosphere guarantees happy hours. Of course, all cabinets are made in full-body design and therefore with perfect rear ventilation.
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SÜDWIND COOKING

The 108 l refrigerator keeps all food cool until the pans start warming up. Optional: The 190 l version.

DELIGHTFUL
PLEASURE
Here, highest expectations meet good taste. The
large worktop in the KNAUS SÜDWIND with its extra
wide soft-close drawers allows you to cook with
passion instead of necessity.
Do other caravans have such a deep, high-quality stainless steel sink? Have a look around.

40
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SÜDWIND SLEEPING

SÜDWIND CARE

SLUMBER
LAND
You can have a lovely rest in the KNAUS SÜDWIND.
The head and side pieces have super soft lamination
and are covered perfectly. If you need a third reading
lamp, just take one from the front and fix it into the

Design and function in perfect combination.

rail here.

DREAM WASHING
AREA
To prevent your day starting on the wrong foot, we
have also paid special attention to the bathroom.
The large washstand and spacious cabinets are
ready for all sorts of bathroom accessories. The
pivotable toilet creates room to move.
SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Also naturally in KNAUS SÜDWIND: Our special high-quality 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses.

42

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

The single beds turn into a large lounger.

43

SÜDWIND BEST REASONS

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Roadworthy. Most modern technology as standard: The drawbar with AKS
track stabiliser, together with the torsion bar spring axle and hydraulic
shock absorbers, ensure a remarkably calm road behaviour.
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Sensational. The KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights provide a striking appearance and more safety. The SÜDWIND has a tandem axle as from bodywork
length 650.

Flexible. Two-part entrance door
with high-quality locking system and
practical storage trays

Hailproof. The standard GPC
roof with clear-glass roof hood
for lots of natural light.

Comfortable. High-quality furniture in integral design with ideal rear ventilation
for a comfortable room climate. in addition, wonderfully comfortable seat
cushions. This is the perfect symbiosis of function and design.

Central. From here, you can
easily control the optional ALDE
hot water heater.

Smart. The stowing locker lid is
integrated in the seat cushion.
Therefore access is very easy.

Elaborate. The double-panel
furniture design with solid wood
profiles and stable side walls.
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SÜDWIND BEST REASONS

WEB INFOS
All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good!
Learn more about the KNAUS SÜDWIND by
following the link on our homepage or just
scan this QR code.
www.knaus.de/suedwind

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Comfortable. The excellent
KNAUS 5-zone comfort
cold-foam mattresses.

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Love of detail. Atmospheric
ambience lighting and modern
materials.

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Elegant. The corner cupboard
with round edges and pivotable
flat-screen TV.
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KNAUS INSIGHT

SÜDWIND 460 EU . AURA

Practical. The splash protection
with storage space simplifies
your organisation in the kitchen.

Spacious. Large worktop thanks
to clever arrangement of the
sink and 3-burner hob.

Inviting. Just loads of room in the
spacious soft-close drawers that
open fully.

Adventurous. The massive
fortress for small knights of the
Round Table and fair princesses.

Fun-loving. The bed folds to the
side in next to no time and opens
up a large play area.

Patricia Wilhelm – KNAUS Trainee Marketing. Even as a child, I
travelled a lot with my parents in SÜDWIND. It is really great that I
can now carry out my training at KNAUS. Whenever I see one of our
vehicles, I think of all the wonderful holiday stories they could tell.
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CONVINCING.
HIGH-QUALITY.
Strictly speaking, every one of our caravans has everything you need for an unforgettable
holiday. The KNAUS SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE offers you a bit more. On the whole, its uncountable
small details provide for a sophisticated living ambience. Highest quality materials harmonise
perfectly with the exclusive upholstery design and spoil you at every one of your travel destinations.
And of course on the way there as well.

Our most popular KNAUS SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE layout plans. Further layout plans can be found as from page 86:

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 450 FU

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 650 UDF

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 500 FU

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 UF

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 750 UFK

THE CLASSIC WITH FINE AMBIENCE.
7 noble layout plans. For 4 - 7 persons. And always especially impressive.
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE LIVING

LIVING ROOM EXPERIENCE
Fantastic when you can spend your holiday in a sophisticated ambience. Even better when you take it with
you everywhere. From the high-gloss surfaces in the kitchen, the real wood edges on the table and the many
applications in leather look on up to the wonderful upholstery. You find uncountable noble details and no compromises in the KNAUS SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE.

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE

Enough room for the whole family or for a pleasant evening together.

SÜDWIND
EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE
50

Crystal clear: The elegant vitrine with ambience lighting.
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE COOKING

FLAVOUR FACTORY
Pleasure already starts with cooking in this kitchen. We have considered every detail
with great pleasure. The drawers that open fully move exactly and the additional worktop takes on even heavy tasks with ease and the worktop shines as new as on the first
day even after many years.

Really inviting. The especially deep stainless steel sink with elegant fitting.
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE

Of course, the wide drawers close softly and almost quietly.
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE SLEEPING

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE CARE

DREAM LOCATION
Deep sleep has high season here. The head and
side pieces are laminated with foam material and
elaborately covered with synthetic leather. Depending on the layout plan, a large panorama window
provides lots of natural light. Isn’t it a shame that
you have your eyes closed most of the time here?

Elegant washbasin with design fitting.

FRESHNESS
EXPERIENCE
A good day starts with a good morning.The bathroom spoils you with many practical trays, lots of
storage space and a noble high-gloss washstand.
To take your dream bathroom with you wherever you
go, just spend your holiday in your KNAUS SÜDWIND
SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE

Relax and gain new strength. You are always in the right position on our 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattresses.
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EXCLUSIVE.
Gas dampers for easy, comfortable access.
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE BEST REASONS

Dynamic. The KNAUS Cat-Eye-Hybrid rear lights provide a striking appearance at night and, of course, during the day as well. The stylish foil design
emphasises the smooth lines.

Stability. The drawbar with AKS track stabiliser, together with the torsion bar
spring axle and hydraulic shock absorbers, provide a remarkably calm road
behaviour.
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Safe. So you can sleep well at
night: Stable safety door with
high-quality locking system.

Sensational. Third brake
light and position lights in
LED technology.

Tasteful. Noble metal handles
meet multi-part cabinet flaps and
atmospheric lighting.

Luxurious. The vitrine with
ambience lighting shows the fine
glasses at their best.

Clever. The slidable and
removable halogen spots can be
positioned where needed.

Well thought out. The many
small and large storage surfaces
in SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE.

Electrifying. The USB socket
supplies fresh energy to tablets,
smartphones etc..

Enormous. On request, with
190 l large refrigerator including
a separate freezer compartment.
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SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE BEST REASONS

WEB INFOS
All highlights at a glance. Interested? Good!
Learn more about the KNAUS SÜDWIND
EXCLUSIVE by following the link on our
homepage or just scan this QR code.
www.knaus.de/exclusive

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 750 UFK . ACTIVE NAVY

Love of detail. Of course, the
lighting perfectly matches the
noble ambience.

High-quality. Lots of light and extremely stable furniture in integral design
with ideal rear ventilation. Together with many elements in leather look and
manufacturing quality searching for its match.
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KNAUS INSIGHT

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 580 EU . FIORE

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE 750 UFK . ACTIVE NAVY

Adventurous. Climbing paradise
for small rascals and discerning
princesses.

Central. From here, you can
easily control the optional ALDE
hot water heater.

Noble. Elaborate, finest furniture
design with elegant metal
veneering.

Full of atmosphere. Naturally, the ambience lighting in the SÜDWIND
EXCLUSIVE not only looks good. Clever positioning of the LEDs also
provides plenty of light into the open drawers. Simply practical.

Clever. The stowing locker lid
is integrated in the seat cushion
for very easy access.

Multimedia. Radio, television
and a powerful integrated
sound system.

Silvia Peterhansl – KNAUS Final Inspection Caravans. I have
been a member of the large KNAUS family for 26 years and enjoy
real holiday feelings every day. Your caravan is first on the way to
you after my OK. And that of course in very best KNAUS quality.
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BREATHTAKING.
AESTHETIC.
When one builds a luxury yacht for the road without any compromises, then it becomes
the KNAUS EUROSTAR. A superlative caravan. Most modern technology sets new standards in revolutionary design here. And that even far away from camping areas thanks to the
fresh water tank and high-performance gel battery in the unique multifunction floor. One
thing you can be sure of is then always standard: Envious looks from the yacht near you.

Our popular KNAUS EUROSTAR layout plans:

EUROSTAR
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WHERE LUXURY IS NATURAL.
3 select layout plans. For 2 – 4 persons. And always the very best of the best.

EUROSTAR 500 EU

EUROSTAR 500 FU

EUROSTAR 590 FUS
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EUROSTAR LIVING

LUXURY LANDSCAPE
We have created the absolute premium class on wheels with our KNAUS
EUROSTAR. Of course, with so much luxury, it is no longer a question of what
you must have. Just what you wish really counts. Perhaps your new second
home will soon outshine the first one.

EUROSTAR 590 FUS . ALICE

From the finest. Noble wood and fines leather in KNAUS EUROSTAR.
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EUROSTAR 590 FUS . ALICE

See and be seen. The pivotable flat-screen TV is perfectly integrated.

Wanderlust as far as the eye can see. Noble high-gloss fronts meet atmospheric ambience lighting and profile strips in leather look.
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EUROSTAR COOKING

The best of everything. The large stainless steel sink with drainer and noble, elegant kitchen fitting.

PLEASURE FIREWORKS
Preparing pleasure. This what it is all about in this dream kitchen. The spacious
drawers are also well prepared for large challenges. They close as softly as quietly,
and lock all by themselves. You will always find more than enough space on the
especially large worktop. Even for culinary delights with several courses.
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EUROSTAR SLEEPING

EUROSTAR CARE

DREAM FLAIR
There are so many highlights in the KNAUS EUROSTAR
that it is impossible to fit them all into this text. Just
the sculptural mouldings for the ambience lighting
alone show the almost unbelievable love for detail. And
on request, you can even sleep here on a point-elastic
lower frame. That is ergonomics in perfection.

More privacy. The separate toilet cubicle.

LUXURY
BATHROOM
All wishes come true here. From the noble design
fitting, the elegant washbasin onto the many storage
possibilities. It is important that you have a complete
sense of well-being in your bathroom and can gather
strength for the many exciting holiday days. This is
EUROSTAR 590 FUS . ALICE

Sleep like a king. In a wonderful ambience and on the excellent 5-zone comfort cold-foam mattress.
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why we have done everything and given our best.
Easy access to stowing space.
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EUROSTAR BEST REASONS

Automotive. Multifaceted play
of light with chrome and most
modern LED technology.

Dynamic. FREEDOM OF DESIGN provides you a
revolutionary exterior design. The direct print process
allows extravagant 3D effects without bonding edges.
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Expressive. What an appearance. Elegant LFI parts,
perfectly integrated window and rear lights. The
EUROSTAR shows impressively what is possible.

Quality. Stainless steel surrounds
for the position lights including
access to the lifting steadies.

Enormous. Super when you have so much working surface and simply
unbelievable that you can take it with you wherever you go. The EUROSTAR
is simply always worth a journey.

Wonderful. Beauty can be so luxurious. Lighted basket pull-outs, spacious
soft-close drawers and noble high-gloss fronts. Together with the elegant
smoked glass covering towards the window. Good taste is at home here.

Perfect in form. Noble kitchen
fitting that can also comfortably
fill large pots as well.

Love of detail. The 3-burner hob
with high-gloss inlays is a real
eye-catcher.
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EUROSTAR BEST REASONS

WEB INFOS
All highlights at a glance. Interested?
Good! Learn more about the KNAUS
EUROSTAR by following the link on our
homepage or just scan this QR code.
www.knaus.de/eurostar

Sensational. Wonderful elegant
chrome fittings provide indirect
lighting.

Full of atmosphere. Curved
shelves with smoked glass edges and ambience lighting.
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Multimedia. Unobtrusive integrated flat-screen TV to switch
on and relax.

Revolutionary. Heated fresh
water tank and power supply in
multifunction floor.

Glossy. The room divider also has the noble high-gloss surface. The wide
throughway to the bathroom is not really spectacular but really practical.
The EUROSTAR can do more than just look good.

Soft. The central light control
unit in EUROSTAR reacts to
every touch.

Ergonomic. Point-elastic lower
frame for incomparable sleeping
comfort.

KNAUS INSIGHT

Michael Traxinger – KNAUS Quality Assurance. For me,
KNAUS is quality, tradition and success. Good that I can make
my contribution here. My task is to provide you with a caravan
that sets new standards in material quality and processing.
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EXCEPTIONAL.
FLEXIBLE.
Paragliding, windsurfing, motorsport or just bulky luggage. The KNAUS DESEO is your
personal loadmaster for every challenge. It offers so much and is surprisingly cheap. The
transport version not only has a large flap but keeps it open on its own. The DESEO 400 LKK
version is the unique alternative to a used caravan.

Our popular KNAUS DESEO layout plans:

DESEO
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PRACTICAL QUICK CHANGE ARTIST, WHICH LEAVES NO WISH UNANSWERED.
2 variable layout plans. Numerous modules. And every centimeter used perfectly.

DESEO 400 LKK

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT
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DESEO LIVING

BASE CAMP
The KNAUS DESEO is the adventurer among the caravans. Pack the paraglider and off
to the mountains. It has been raining for days on end and the parking lot is just mud?
No problem. The DESEO is not worried about getting dirty. And that can be true luxury.

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT . CRISS CROSS

Practical. The stowage area turns into a living area in next to not time.
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DESEO 400 TRANSPORT . CRISS CROSS

There is enough room whatever the hobby.

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT . CRISS CROSS

Loads of room, no frills. The KNAUS DESEO is a true space marvel.
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DESEO COOKING

DESEO SLEEPING

CAMPFIRE

HEAVENLY SLEEP

Three days of ravioli on a wobbly camping cooker keep you full, but it's not

One can never have enough space, certainly never enough beds. And because a fixed bed is more comfortable and practical than

really the best solution. Cook once in the KNAUS DESEO and you will never

one that need converting, we have fitted one, saving space, under the roof. The guide rails are fitted with hydraulic cylinders to ease

want to miss the comfort again. You are well looked after with the 2-burner hob

moving it up and down. As usual, all good things come from above.

and large storage area.

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT . CRISS CROSS

The 60 l refrigerator has enough room for what you need for refreshment.
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Two times approx. 200 x 140 cm for 4 persons. Did you expect so much space?

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT . CRISS CROSS
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DESEO STOWING

DESEO CARE

QUIET ZONE

LOADMASTER

Irrespective of where you are travelling, you always have your own personal

You can of course also take a motorbike with you on your travels. Lashing

refuge with you. The KNAUS DESEO has a comfortable toilet cubicle because

points sunk into the floor as well as stable retainers keep the machine secure

it is then easier to be independent. In the end, we also built it for places without

and can enjoy superb travelling comfort. The most comfortable way to transport

conveniences.

sports equipment.

A fine thing. We even found room for your bathroom accessories.
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For all those who do not need a wellness oasis to be happy.

The retainer can be fitted in next to no time and the motorbike stowed securely.

The folding table just disappears into the side box.
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DESEO FUNCTION + MODULE

DESEO 400 LKK BASIC MODULE

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT BASIC MODULE

DESEO 400 LKK

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT

Your KNAUS DESEO 400 is really flexible and in particular: much more than you

The usage options for the KNAUS DESEO 400 TRANSPORT are almost unlimited.

think. You can equip the vehicle completely individually as you wish with a textile

Good that we have the suitable fitting details available. You don't really need a

cupboard on up to a complete kitchen so that your caravan matches your demands
perfectly.

1 Bunk beds. Serve as
couch or folded up
completely.

2 Lounge bed. The
seating corner
becomes beds.

3 Commodes. Storage
space in abundance.
Standard.

DESEO 400 LKK ADDITIONAL MODULES

1 Seating group.
Stowed in the side
box in no time at all.

2 Lounge bed. The
seating corner
becomes a lounger.

3 Toi-Room. Separate
toilet cubicle with
bench toilet.

heater when you are underway in midsummer. Why pay for it then?

DESEO 400 TRANSPORT ADDITIONAL MODULES

3
6
1

1

2

5

3
3

3
1 Kitchen. Refrigerator,
sink, cooker, 15 l fresh
water tank.

2 Refrigerator. With 60 l
volume and freezer
compartment.

3 Heating. With gas
locker and easy
operation.

1 Kitchen. Refrigerator,
sink, cooker, 15 l
fresh water tank.

2 Refrigerator. With
60 l volume and freezer
compartment.

2

3 Lowerable bed.
With comfortable
crank operation.

2

4

1
2

5

1

4

The DESEO 400 LKK in overview. From the drawbar to the rear.
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4 Seating boxes.
Storage space to sit
on and organise.

5 Toi-Room. Separate
toilet cubicle with
bench toilet.

6 Wardrobe. Single or
double in textile and/
or wood.

4 Bathroom. Separate toilet cubicle
with shower option.

5 Heating. Suitable
for Winter tours.

A look into the KNAUS DESEO 400 TRANSPORT. From the rear flap towards the drawbar.
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DESEO BEST REASONS

WEB INFOS
All highlights at a glance. Interested?
Good! Learn more about the KNAUS DESEO
by following the link on our homepage or
just scan this QR code.
www.knaus.de/deseo

Fabulous. Maximum space and everything always in place. A real space
marvel needs corners and edges. The DESEO is a proper workhorse the
whole year round and therefore we have galvanized its frame.
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Spacious. You can take up to two motorbikes and spare parts including tools
comfortably in the DESEO on your trips. The low loading edge together with the
large rear flap make loading very easy.

Central. The heating control in
the DESEO lets you drive the
cold out in next to no time.

Practical. Loads of storage
space and a low loading edge for
your active way of life.

Cool. The 60 l refrigerator has
enough room for what you need
for refreshment.

Fantastic. The folding table
keeps low when not in use.

KNAUS INSIGHT

Károly Kubicsek – KNAUS Project Manager DESEO. KNAUS –
means tradition and freedom to me. Planning and controlling
building a caravan from the first idea to the finished vehicle is a
demanding but incredibly exciting task. I look forward to my work
every single day.
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MATERIALS

KNAUS SPORT
UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

KNAUS SÜDWIND
UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

KNAUS SÜDWIND
UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

ACTIVE LINE (SPORT,
SÜDWIND, SW EXCLUSIVE)

KNAUS EUROSTAR
UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

The interior design has the main influence on the ambience
in your new KNAUS caravan. We have a whole range
of variations available for you because everyone has a
very personal taste. All of them are high-quality and
manufactured perfectly, the ACTIVE LINE distinguishes
itself with its dirt-repellent special fabric. This takes the

ENERGY

AURA

FIORE

ACTIVE ROCK

EMARE

MARRONE

scare out of every red wine accident. And we are not just
saying that, we tried it out ourselves.

Our materials are:

HIGH-TECH UPHOLSTERY MATERIAL

Tested according to Ökotex Standard 100
Anti-allergic

PULSE

MIRA

ASTA

ACTIVE NAVY

PALUDE

ALICE

Breathable

Active-Line upholstery materials are water and oil

Skin friendly
Hard-wearing and easy to clean

KNAUS LIFESTYLE UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

repellent, and extremely easy to clean. Liquids no longer

KNAUS DESEO UPHOLSTERY VARIATIONS

penetrate immediately and most stains can be removed

Tested for high colour fastness

without problems with a damp cloth.

10.0.85090Hohenstein

PETROL
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CARBON

STONE

CRISS CROSS

STRIPES

SPICY

Antibacterial

Stain
protection

Water and
oil repellent

Easy care

Breathable
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LAYOUT PLANS
SPORT

SÜDWIND

Family layout plans

Family layout plans

***

***

400 LK

500 FDK

500 QDK

550 FSK

580 QS

650 UDF

700 UFK

750 FKU

500 FDK

500 FSK

500 QDK

580 FSK

580 QS

SÜDWIND

2-person layout plans
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Family layout plans

420 QD

460 EU

500 EU

500 FU

Family layout plan

Family layout plan

580 FUS

750 UFK

580 FDK

650 UDF

550 LK

750 UFK

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE

2-person layout plans

450 FU

DESEO

***

SPORT

400 QD

LIFESTYLE

SÜDWIND EXCLUSIVE

EUROSTAR

2-person layout plans

420 QD

450 FU

460 EU

500 EU

500 FVU

580 EU

590 FUS

700 EU

500 FU

450 FU

500 FU

400 LKK

DESEO

2-person layout plans

580 EU

580 UF

500 EU

500 FU

2-person layout plans

590 FUS

400 Transport
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Your authorised KNAUS dealer looks forward to your visit!

Join the KNAUS
community and take part:
facebook.knaus.de

Part No. R08114577

This catalogue represents the latest series versions at the time of printing. Modifications in design and equipment
after printing, especially due to changes in legal framework conditions, are excepted. Please note that some of
the Figures in this catalogue show alternative designs or optional equipment deliverable at extra cost. Colour
deviations are possible due to print technology. Please obtain comprehensive information on the current state of
the series from an authorised brand dealer before purchasing a vehicle. The decoration shown in the catalogue is
not part of the scope of delivery. Please also observe the information in the current price list, especially concerning weights, payload options and tolerances. Copying, including extracts, is prohibited without previous written
approval of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Printing errors and errors excluded.
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